School District No.22 Academies and Specialized
Programs

enhance

the

traditional

curriculum.

Students are motivated to strengthen their skills and
improve their abilities in programs that are offered
both

by

the

district

and

in

partnership

ACADEMIES/SPECIALIZED
PROGRAMS

with

community organizations. Participating students will
receive

specialized

instruction

and

learning

opportunities that increase student engagement and
success.
Courses you may get

Courses that may be

credit for:

added:



English 11



Digital media 12



Biology 11



First nations studies 12



Physical education 11



Geography 12



Physical education 12



English 12

Travel - Adventure - Independence

Who may participate? Grade 11 students in School District No. 22 (Vernon)
What is the cost? $4,300.00 (includes tax), covers all operating costs and equipment usage.

How to Apply? An application on the earthquest website. www.earthquest.ca
More details?

earthquest@telus.net
250-545-7806

Vernon, British Columbia Canada
www.earthquest.ca

Earthquest
Academy

EQ has teamed-up with School District 22's
www.vlearn.ca , meaning that you'll be able to enjoy all
of the EQ expeditions while taking an entire semester of
school through online learning. Everything is on your
schedule, but just be ready to hit the slopes, mountains,
waves and islands, because with EQ and vlearn, you'll
be getting credit for the things you've always wanted to
do.
vLearn lets you choose the classroom you want to be in
and the hours you wish to be there. This, combined with
EQ, gives you an entire semester of travel, adventure
and independence.

The EQ expeditions will supplement your online courses,
meaning you get credit for participating in the things
you've dreamed and heard about doing. Learning about
glaciers? Why not take a helicopter and ski down one?
Reading about wave patterns? How about surfing one?
Studying biological tide zones? Come catch some crab
with us. Looking at photos of geological formations and
flora and fauna? How about climbing one and seeing
them first hand? Reading novels like Lord of the Flies?
Come visit an island in the Pacific and put yourself in a
character's shoes.

Students will enroll into EQ and vLearn for one semester. During this time, students will participate in 9-10
weeks of EQ expeditions spread throughout the semester while completing online coursework for vLearn in Biology 11, English 11 and both Physical Education 11 and
12. There are also opportunities to add additional
courses to this list depending on the available courses
and their relationship to EQ trips. It's all about things
being personalized to the student. This means that you
can study where and when you want to. Also, don’t worry about being away from school, you can always visit
your home school to study, compete on school teams
and socialize.
Now, because EQ trips offer incredible opportunities to
learn in the field and discover things in a 'hands-on'
way, students' coursework for the vLearn courses will be
reduced and designed to reflect the EQ trips. So, you'll
be getting credit for surfing, skiing, kayaking, hiking and
learning while out with friends, being active and engaging in and with course content. It's all about experiencing what you're learning. Everything is self-directed,
but the vLearn teachers will be there for assistance to
ensure that you're on the right track.

